Jennifer Brooks Hutchinson
Senior Counsel

January 30, 2018
VIA HAND DELIVERY AND ELECTRONIC MAIL
Luly E. Massaro, Commission Clerk
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission
89 Jefferson Boulevard
Warwick, RI 02888
RE:

Docket 4780 – The Narragansett Electric Company d/b/a National Grid
Proposed Power Sector Transformation Vision and Implementation Plan
Responses to Division Data Requests – Set 2

Dear Ms. Massaro:
Enclosed are an original and one copy of the Company’s1 responses to the second set of
data requests issued by the Division of Public Utilities and Carriers (Division) in the abovereferenced docket. At the request of the Public Utilities Commission (PUC), the Company is
also enclosing a USB Flash Drive containing the public version of the filing and a table of
contents indicating where each response can be found in the set.
This filing includes a Motion for Protective Treatment of Confidential Information in
accordance with Rule 1.2(g) of the PUC’s Rules of Practice and Procedure and R.I. Gen. Laws
§ 38-2-2(4)(B) for the Company’s responses to data requests Division 2-4, Division 2-8, and
Division 2-15. The Company seeks protection from public disclosure of certain confidential
information contained in (1) Attachment DIV 2-4-2 provided with the response to data request
Division 2-4, (2) Attachment DIV 2-8 provided with the response to data request Division 2-8,
and (3) Attachment DIV 2-15-2 provided with the response to Division 2-15. Accordingly, the
Company has provided the PUC with one complete, unredacted copy of the confidential
documents in a sealed envelope marked “Contains Privileged and Confidential Information –
Do Not Release,” and has included redacted copies of these documents for the public filing.
The enclosed responses complete the Division’s second set of data requests, as indicated
in the enclosed discovery log.
Thank you for your attention to this transmittal. If you have any questions, please contact
me at 401-784-7288.
Very truly yours,

Jennifer Brooks Hutchinson
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS
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IN RE: The Narragansett Electric Company d/b/a National )
Grid’s Proposed Power Sector Transformation
)
(PST) Vision and Implementation Plan
)
________________________________________________)

Docket No. 4780

THE COMPANY’S MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE TREATMENT OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
The Company1 respectfully requests that the Rhode Island Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) provide confidential treatment and grant protection from public
disclosure of certain confidential, competitively sensitive, and proprietary information
submitted in this proceeding, as permitted by PUC Rule 1.2(g) and R.I. Gen. Laws. § 382-2(4)(B). The Company also requests that, pending entry of that finding, the PUC
preliminarily grant the Company’s request for confidential treatment pursuant to Rule 1.2
(g)(2).
I.

BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2018, the Company filed responses to the Rhode Island Division

of Public Utilities and Carriers’ (Division) Second Set of Data Requests From the
Division of Public Utilities to National Grid dated January 8, 2018 (Division Set 2).
Division Set 2 includes Data Requests Division 2-4 (seeking “copies workpapers,
workbooks, and calculations in machine-readable format with formulas intact” for the
best-fit/least cost analyses of the grid modernization proposals), Division 2-8 (seeking,
among other things, a description of how the Company’s advanced metering functionality
(AMF) proposal compares to the proposal made in the Niagara Mohawk Power
1
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Corporation rate case in New York), and Division 2-15 (seeking the workpapers and key
assumptions for the Company’s AMF proposal in native format). The Company’s
response to Division 2-4 includes Attachment DIV 2-4-2 Confidential, which is a ZIP file
containing confidential and proprietary commercial and financial information that the
Company ordinarily would not share with the public. Similarly, the Company’s response
to Division 2-15 includes Attachment DIV 2-15-2 Confidential, which consists of a ZIP
file containing source documents for its AMF benefit-cost analysis models containing
confidential and proprietary commercial and financial information it ordinarily would not
share with the public. Additionally, the Company’s response to Division 2-8 includes
Attachment DIV 2-8, which is a copy of Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation’s rebuttal
testimony in support of its advance metering infrastructure proposal to the New York
Public Service Commission in its pending rate case. This rebuttal testimony includes a
schedule that contains confidential and proprietary commercial and financial information
that the Company ordinarily would not disclose to the public and for which Niagara
Mohawk obtained confidential treatment in its filings with the New York Public Service
Commission.
Therefore, the Company requests that, pursuant to Rule 1.2(g), the PUC afford
confidential treatment to the information contained in: (1) Attachment DIV 2-4-2, (2)
Attachment DIV 2-8, and (3) Attachment DIV 2-15-2.
II.

LEGAL STANDARD
PUC Rule 1.2(g) provides that access to public records shall be granted in

accordance with the Access to Public Records Act (APRA), R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-1, et
seq. Under the APRA, all documents and materials submitted in connection with the
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transaction of official business by an agency is deemed to be a “public record,” unless the
information contained in such documents and materials falls within one of the exceptions
specifically identified in R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(4). Therefore, to the extent that
information provided to the PUC falls within one of the designated exceptions to the
public records law, the PUC has the authority under the terms of the APRA to deem such
information to be confidential and to protect that information from public disclosure.
In that regard, R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(4)(B) provides that the following types of
records shall not be deemed public:
Trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a
person, firm, or corporation which is of a privileged or confidential nature.
The Rhode Island Supreme Court has held that this confidential information
exemption applies where disclosure of information would be likely either to (1) impair
the Government’s ability to obtain necessary information in the future; or (2) cause
substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from whom the information
was obtained. Providence Journal Company v. Convention Center Authority, 774 A.2d
40 (R.I. 2001).
The first prong of the test is satisfied when information is voluntarily provided to
the governmental agency and that information is of a kind that would customarily not be
released to the public by the person from whom it was obtained. Providence Journal, 774
A.2d at 47.
III.

BASIS FOR CONFIDENTIALITY
The information contained in confidential Attachment DIV 2-4-2, Attachment

DIV 2-8, and Attachment DIV 2-15-2 should be protected from public disclosure. As
described herein, these attachments contain confidential and proprietary commercial and
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financial information relating to the Company’s business operations. Specifically, each
of these attachments contain confidential pricing information obtained from third parties,
and, additionally, the Excel files included within Attachment DIV 2-4-2 and Attachment
DIV 2-15-2 include confidential and proprietary models that it cannot disclose to the
public. It is the type of information that the Company ordinarily would not disclose to
the public. Therefore, the Company is providing confidential Attachment DIV 2-4-2,
Attachment DIV 2-8, and Attachment DIV 2-15-2 to the PUC on a voluntary basis to
assist the PUC with its decision-making in this proceeding, but respectfully requests that
the PUC provide confidential treatment to these attachments.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, the Company respectfully requests that the PUC grant protective
treatment to confidential Attachment DIV 2-4-2, Attachment DIV 2-8, and Attachment
DIV 2-15-2.

WHEREFORE, the Company respectfully requests that the PUC grant
this Motion for Protective Treatment.
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Respectfully submitted,
THE NARRAGANSETT ELECTRIC
COMPANY
By its attorneys,

________________________
Jennifer Brooks Hutchinson. (RI #6176)
National Grid
280 Melrose Street
Providence, RI 02907
(401) 784-7288

________________________
Adam M. Ramos, Esq. (RI #7591)
Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP
100 Westminster Street, Suite 1500
Providence, RI 02903-2319
(401) 457-5164

Dated: January 30, 2018
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Docket 4780
Second Set of Data Requests
From the Division of Public Utilities to National Grid
January 8, 2018
Benefit-Cost Analyses
2-1.

Please provide a qualitative description for each of the ways that the changes to the tax code
made in H.R.-1 the Tax Cuts & Jobs Act will affect the benefit-cost analyses included in the PST
Books in the rate case filing. Please be specific and describe how the new law would affect:
a.

The after-tax weighted average cost of capital.

b.

The cost of the specific project, including:
i. O&M costs
ii. capital costs
iii. Any other costs

c.

The benefits of the project, including:
i. avoided energy costs
ii. avoided generation capacity costs
iii. avoided transmission and distribution capacity costs
iv. avoided O&M costs
v. avoided capital costs
vi. Any other benefits

Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 1-45.
2-2.

For each of the benefit-cost analyses included in the PST Books in the rate case filing, please
recalculate the analysis to account for all the effects of the changes to the tax code made in
H.R.-1 The Tax Cuts & Jobs Act. Please explain how your answers to the previous question
affected each of the benefit-cost analyses. Please provide all workpapers, workbooks, and
calculations in machine-readable format with formulas intact.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 46.
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Grid Modernization
2-3.

Regarding the Grid Modernization investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 3, except
for the AMF initiative, please describe in detail the methodology that the Company used in the
best-fit/least cost assessment.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 47.

2-4.

Regarding the Grid Modernization investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 3, except
for the AMF initiative, please provide all results of the best-fit/least cost assessment. Please
provide all workpapers, workbooks, and calculations in machine-readable format with formulas
intact. Please provide the assessments separately for:
a.

The system data portal

b.

Feeder monitoring sensors

c.

Control center enhancements

d.

operational data management

e.

telecommunications

f.

cybersecurity

Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 48-59.
2-5.

Regarding the Grid Modernization investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 3, please
describe in detail how the best-fit/least cost assessment approach is consistent with the
Commission’s cost-effectiveness guidelines provided in docket 4600.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 60.

2-6.

Regarding the Grid Modernization investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 3, except
for the AMF initiative, for each initiative that has both stand-alone and shared scenarios, please
describe in detail any reasons why the Company might not be able to pursue the shared
scenario.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 61.

2-7.

Regarding the Grid Modernization investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 3, except
for the AMF initiative, for each initiative that has both stand-alone and shared scenarios:
a.

Please provide the Company’s best estimate of probability of each scenario occurring.

b.

Please use the probabilities provided in response to (a) to estimate the expected
value of the cost of the initiative.

2

c.

Please provide the Company’s best estimate of when it will be able to determine
whether the investment will be stand-alone or shared.

Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 62-63.

AMF
2-8.

Regarding the AMF investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 4:
a.

Has the New York Public Service Commission approved a proposal for AMF or AMI
investments by Niagara Mohawk? If so, please provide any related commission
orders.

b.

Please describe how the Niagara Mohawk AMF or AMI proposal compares with, and
differs from, the AMF proposal in this docket.

Response can be found in Book 1 part 1 on Bates page(s) 64-Book 1 part 2 Bates
page(s) 123.
2-9.

Regarding the AMF investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 4, please describe in
detail any reasons why the Company might not be able to pursue the scenario where it shares
costs with Niagara Mohawk.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 124.

2-10.

Regarding the AMF investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 4:
a.

Please provide the Company’s best estimate of the probability of being able to share
costs with Niagara Mohawk.

b.

Please use the probability provided in response to (a) to estimate the expected value
of the cost of the AMF initiative.

c.

Please provide the Company’s best estimate of when it will be able to determine
whether it will be able to share costs with Niagara Mohawk.

Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 125.
2-11.

Regarding the AMF investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 4, does the Company plan
to collect the undepreciated costs associated with the existing meters that are removed? If so,
how? If not, why not?
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 126
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2-12.

Regarding the AMF investments described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 4, in the benefit-cost
analysis, does the Company include the undepreciated costs associated with the existing meters
that are removed? If so, how? If not, why not?
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 127.

2-13.

Please provide the Company’s annual number of customers with electric vehicles for each of the
past five calendar years.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 128

2-14.

Please provide the Company’s System Average Interruption Frequency Index and System
Average Interruption Duration Index for the last five years in machine-readable format with
formulas intact.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 129-130.

2-15.

Refer to Appendix 4.2, AMF BCA Methodology, and Workpaper 4.1, AMF costs.
a.

For Workpaper 4.1, please provide the full workbook in electronic format, with all
formulae intact, showing the calculations of the costs and benefits, as well as how
these costs and benefits were aggregated to form the tables contained in Appendix
4.2.

b.

For Workpaper 4.1 and Appendix 4.2, please provide the key assumptions used in the
calculation of each benefit or cost and an explanation of how such assumptions were
developed, with supporting materials.

Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 131.
2-16.

Refer to page 2 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, where it is stated that the Company’s AMF
proposal will allow the Company to explore “the opportunity to partner with other parties that
could share in the cost and benefit from the access to a state-wide communications system.”
Please list the other parties that the Company has been in contact with or expects to be in
contact with regarding the sharing of the cost and benefit of the state-wide communications
system.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 132.

2-17.

Refer to page 5 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, where it is states that the AMF program includes
“an analytics platform to convert raw data into intelligent information for use in decision making
by customers and the Company.” Please provide examples of the types of intelligent
information provided via the analytics platform that will be used by customers and the
Company.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 133-134.
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2-18.

Refer to page 6 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, where it states that the “Company estimates that
approximately 33% of electric meters will be installed in FY2021, followed by 67% in FY2022.”
Please describe how the Company intends to decide where to deploy AMF first, both in terms of
service rates and geographical regions.
Response can be found in Book 1 part 2 on Bates page(s) 135.

2-19.

Refer to Appendix 4.1, Table 4-12: Assumptions to estimate savings from time varying rates:
a.

Please provide the price ratio for CPP assumed when estimating the expected CPP
peak load reduction.

b.

Please confirm that the CPP Peak Load Reduction and the TOU On-Peak Energy
Reduction values are average per-customer values for residential customers.

c.

Please provide the average peak load (kW) for a residential customer for each of the
past 5 years.

d.

Please explain why the peak load reduction assumptions for opt-in rates are
reasonable.

e.

Please explain why the peak load reduction assumptions for opt-out rates are
reasonable.

f.

Please identify whether the CPP Peak Load Reduction assumptions are incremental to
the peak load reductions achieved from TOU.

g.

Please provide the full text of source: The Brattle Group Economists (Submitted to EDI
Quarterly), The Discovery of Price Responsiveness – A Survey of Experiments involving
Dynamic Pricing of Electricity, March 2012.

h.

Please describe how the estimated 20% opt-in rate was developed, including the
specific sources relied upon.

i.

Please provide the expected annual number of days in which critical peak pricing
events would be called.

j.

Please provide the expected duration of each critical peak pricing event.

Response can be found in Book 2 on Bates page(s) 1-239.
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2-20.

Refer to page 7 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, where it states that after the transition to TVR,
“the Company will continue to work with customers to educate them about their bills and assist
them in accessing and using the tools available to understand and control their energy use.”
Please provide descriptions of the programs that the Company intends to implement to assist
customers in understanding their bills and the tools available to them.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 1.

2-21.

Refer to page 9 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1 regarding joint deployment of AMF.
a.

Has the Company evaluated potential joint AMF deployment with National Grid’s
Massachusetts affiliate instead of joint deployment with Niagara Mohawk? If so,
please provide all workpapers, workbooks, and calculations from these evaluations in
machine-readable format with formulas intact.

b.

Has the Company evaluated potential joint deployment scenarios between Rhode
Island and multiple National Grid affiliates? If so, please provide all workpapers,
workbooks, and calculations from these evaluations in machine-readable format with
formulas intact.

c.

Please provide all workpapers, workbooks, and calculations in machine-readable
format with formulae intact that were used in the development of Table 4-1:
Estimated Costs for the Rhode Island Only Scenario and Table 4-2 Estimated Costs for
the Multi-Jurisdiction Scenario.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 2.
2-22.

Refer to page 10 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, in which the modern grid experience is discussed
as needing to address six customer needs: Reliability, Affordability, Visibility, Control, Choice,
and Convenience. Please provide descriptions of how the proposed AMF deployment will
address each of these customer needs.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 3-4.

2-23.

Please describe the features of the energy management portal that is proposed on page 11 of
Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 5.

2-24.

Please describe the ways in which AMF can offer insight into where and when DERs can provide
the most value, and how the Company proposes to evaluate and compensate DERs for their
locational and temporal values.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 6.
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2-25.

Please provide a list of third-party companies that have expressed interested in acquiring
customer data through the Green Button Connect My Data functionality.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 7.

2-26.

Refer to page 17 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, which states: “the Company has reviewed the
option to deliver time-varying rates through the existing AMR meters. […] the Company has
found that, while delivering a basic time-varying rate option is technically feasible with AMR
infrastructure, there are significant operational challenges and necessary capital upgrades that
when compared to investment in AMF may make this option less beneficial to customers
overall.” Please provide the following in machine-readable format with formulas intact:
a.

All workpapers, workbooks, and calculations that contributed to the conclusion that
delivering time-varying rates through the existing AMR meters is less beneficial to
customers than through investment in the Company’s proposed AMF solution.

b.

All operational challenges and necessary capital upgrades involved in delivering a
basic time-varying rate option with AMR meters.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 8-9.
2-27.

Refer to page 18 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, which states: “A comparison of the costs and
benefits of a triple ERT approach may provide lower net benefits to customers than the
proposed AMF deployment.” Has the Company or any of its consultants conducted a benefitcost analysis of the upgrade to a triple ERT meter discussed on page 17 of Chapter 4 – AMF in
PST-1? If so, please provide all workpapers, workbooks, and calculations of the analysis in
machine-readable format with formulas intact.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 10-11.

2-28.

Refer to page 19 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, which states: “New Meter and Communications
Technology—This deployment will use the latest generation meter technology, which includes
new features such as load disaggregation and locational awareness.”
a.

Please define “load disaggregation” as used in this context, and provide an example.

b.

Please define “locational awareness” as used in this context, and provide an example.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 12.
2-29.

Refer to page 21 of Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1, which states: “National Grid will use advertising
and other communications mechanisms in the months leading up to market activation and
meter installations.” Please describe the other communications mechanisms that the Company
intends to use to introduce customers to AMF technology.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 13.
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2-30.

Please provide all workpapers, workbooks, and calculations contributing to the results shown in
Table 4-6: Rhode Island Only Implementation Societal Test Benefits and Costs and Table 4-7:
Rhode Island and New York Joint Implementation Societal Test Benefits and Costs on page 28 of
Chapter 4 – AMF in PST-1 in machine-readable format with formulas intact.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 14.

2-31.

Refer to page 3 of Appendix 4.1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “While we did not
account for devices with these capabilities [integration with distributed generation and load
control devices; improved granularity of voltage and consumption data; and location awareness
and communication with other meters] in our analysis, we will be looking to procure the latest
technology to maximize value for our customers.” Please provide:
a.

The rationale behind the decision to not account for devices with these capabilities.

b.

An updated version of Tables 4-2 and 4-3 accounting for devices with these
capabilities.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 15.
2-32.

Refer to page 4 of Appendix 4.1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states, regarding the cost for
AMF electric meter storage: “An inventory level of 2.5% is assumed and will be allocated
consistent with the AMF meter deployment schedule.” Please provide the rationale behind the
assumed inventory level of 2.5%.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 16.

2-33.

Please provide the expected number of field operations personnel that will be needed for the
deployment of AMF meters.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 17.

2-34.

Please provide the expected number of supplemental back office and clerical personnel (that is,
personnel hired to support increased workload) that will be required to support the AMF
implementation.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 18.

2-35.

Please provide the expected number of legacy AMR meters that will need to be disposed during
the deployment of AMF meters.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 19.
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2-36.

Please provide a list of outside service vendors that the Company has spoken to, or is interested
in speaking to, regarding a contract to host the proposed meter data management systems
(MDMS).
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 20.

2-37.

Please explain the rationale behind contracting an outside service vendor to host the MDMS
rather than the Company hosting the MDMS.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 21.

2-38.

Refer to page 10 of Appendix 4.1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “The Company will
apply learnings and best practices from these two [customer engagement portal] programs to
ensure that customers are provided with a “best in class” portal experience that leverages AMF
deployment. Please list the learnings and best practices that Company will use from these two
programs.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 22.

2-39.

Please refer to page 14 of Appendix 4.1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “Cloud
Computing & Data Lake – Rather than hosting these data management capabilities on servers
within National Grid data centers, greater efficiency, redundancies, and security regimes can be
cost effectively procured by outsourcing this function.” Please provide all workpapers,
workbooks, and calculations used to make this assessment.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 23.

2-40.

Please provide versions of Tables 4-6 and 4-7 in which the Information Technology
Infrastructure costs are excluded, to reflect the fact that the AMF allocation of these projects
have been removed from the schedule of AMF costs in the total Revenue Requirement for the
Plan.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 24-26.

2-41.

Please provide the expected number of personnel that will compose the following components
of the project management team:
a.

Internal project management leadership.

b.

Internal business support.

c.

External support.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 27-28.
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2-42.

Refer to page 17 of Appendix 4.1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “AMF meter
replacement cost recognizes that over time meters will need to be replaced for a number of
reasons, including damage or failure.”
a.

Please provide the expected life (in years) of an AMF meter.

b.

Please provide the expected failure rate for AMF meters.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 29.
2-43.

Please refer to page 17 of Appendix 4.1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “A subset of
electric meters are located in rural areas with insufficient density to form a stable and consistent
mesh.” Please provide the number of electric meters located in these areas.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 30.

2-44.

Please provide the annual number of anomalous situations that required visits to the meter for
manual meter investigations in the last five calendar years.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 31-32.

2-45.

Please provide the annual number of connects and disconnects, by service rate, in the last five
calendar years.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 33-34.

2-46.

Please provide the average life of an AMR meter.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 35.

2-47.

Refer to page 22 of Appendix 4-1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “To address the
potential uncertainty of the benefit estimate for the Energy Management Portal, the company
has calculated a low and high benefit of one percent and three percent, respectively.” Please
provide the rationale behind the use of one percent and three percent for low and high benefit
scenarios, respectively.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 36-161.

2-48.

Refer to page 22 of Appendix 4-1 AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “The Company has
evaluated an opt-out scenario where, by default, a large percentage of customers will be
enrolled in time variant pricing programs, as well as an opt-in scenario, in which customers must
choose to enroll on the rate.” Please provide the expected percentage of customers enrolled in
time variant pricing programs for the first five calendar years of time variant pricing program
offerings, by service rate, for both the opt-out and opt-in scenarios.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 162.
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2-49.

Refer to page 23 of Appendix 4-1 AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “The level of benefits
achieved will be directly related to the […] number of enrolled customers […] and the resulting
peak and energy savings.” Please provide the expected number of customers enrolled in time
variant pricing programs for the first five calendar years of time variant pricing program
offerings, by service rate, for both the opt-out and opt-in scenarios.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 163.

2-50.

Refer to page 25 of Appendix 4-1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “The estimate for the
electric vehicle integration benefit assumes a certain percentage of electric vehicle charging is
done during peak periods and can be displaced.” Please provide the assumed percentage of
electric vehicle charging that can be displaced to off-peak periods.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 164-165.

2-51.

Please provide the expected reduction of greenhouse gas emissions via AMF for the first five
calendar years after AMF deployment.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 166.

2-52.

Please provide the number of the thefts of service the Company has documented in the last five
calendar years.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 167.

2-53.

Please provide the number of bad debt write-offs the Company has experienced in the last five
calendar years.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 168-170.

2-54.

Refer to page 27 of Appendix 4-1 – AMF Technology & BCA, which states: “Other capabilities
and use cases were also contemplated but were determined to be out of scope.” Please provide
a list of these capabilities and use cases along with the rationales as to why they were
determined to be out of scope.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 171.

PST Provision
2-55.

Regarding the PST Provision described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 10, the text states that for “all
PST Initiatives except the expansion of Grid Modernization activities, including AMF, the
Company’s PST-related costs are proposed to be recovered through two cost recovery factors:”
the PST Factor and the PST Reconciliation Factors (page 2 of 7).
a.

Please confirm that the Grid Modernization and AMF costs will not be recovered
through the PST and PST Reconciliation Factors.
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b.

If the answer to (a) is no (i.e., “not confirmed”), then please explain the meaning of
the quote above.

c.

If the answer to (a) is yes (i.e., “confirmed”), then how will the Company recover the
Grid Modernization and AMF costs?

d.

If the answer to (a) is yes (i.e., “confirmed”), then please explain why the subsequent
paragraph states that the Company is proposing the PST Factors and PST
Reconciliation Factors for Grid Modernization Expansion, including AMF, be based
upon the categorization of the nature of the spending of this initiative…” (page 2
of 7).

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 172-174.
2-56.

Regarding the PST Provision described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 10, please describe in detail
the criteria that the Company will use to determine whether an investment is a PST initiative
and therefore eligible for the PST Provision.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 175.

2-57.

Regarding the PST Provision described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 10, please describe in detail
why the PST initiative costs should be treated differently from other costs.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 176-177.

2-58.

Regarding the PST Provision described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 10, please describe in detail
why the PST initiative costs should be fully reconciled.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 178-179.

2-59.

Regarding the PST Provision described in Schedule PST-1, Chapter 10, please describe in detail
how the Company would prefer to collect these costs if the Commission rejects the Company’s
proposed PST Provision.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 180.

Revenue Requirements
2-60.

Regarding the direct testimony of Melissa Little, page 9, line 13 through page 10, line 5, the
question: “What costs are included in the revenue requirements?” Please clarify whether the
Company is including each of the following items in its revenue requires:
a.

The vegetation-management and inspection and management programs in the ISR
Plans.
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b.

Any other costs in the ISR Plans. If there are any, please describe them.

c.

Commodity costs.

d.

Energy efficiency costs.

e.

Renewable energy growth costs.

f.

Any other reconciling mechanisms. If there are any please describe them.

Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 181-185.
2-61.

Regarding the direct testimony of Melissa Little, page 9, line 13 through page 10, line 5, the
question: “What costs are included in the revenue requirements?” Please clarify whether the
Company is proposing a different approach to including items in the revenue requirements
relative to the 2012 rate case and the practices employed since then.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 186.

2-62.

Regarding the direct testimony of Melissa Little, page 10, lines 3-5, please clarify whether the
Company is proposing to permanently stop recovering future vegetation-management and
inspection and management programs in the ISR Plans through the ISR Factors. Or, does this
text describe a process of moving previously incurred costs from the ISR Factors into base rates
at the time of the next rate case.
Response can be found in Book 3 on Bates page(s) 187-188.
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